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USD PARTICIPATES IN CETA GRANT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Dr. Ray Brandes, University of San Diego administrator for the Gaslamp Quarter
Historical Research Project, announces that USD has been awarded a contract with RETC,
the Regional Employment Training Consortium, through the federally funded CETA,
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
The $43,000 grant, which lasts for two and a half months, is awarded for the hiring
and training of seventeen persons to assist in developing certain historical/cultural/
architectural information about the Gaslamp Quarter, a sixteen block area in downtown
San Diego.
The research will provide a basis for informal decision making regarding the disposition of buildings whose historical, cultural or architectural significance is deserving
of preservation as important elements of our cultural heritage.

One research team will

examine sites for possible use as a business history museum, streetcar depot and museum,
and old-time post office.

Another team will compile an inventory of historical material

which has some bearing on the district for use in projects later on.

Another team of

the seventeen employed will look at buildings to document their history and to provide
data which will allow structures to be certified as historic landmarks.
A fourth team is writing a history of the San Diego streetcar system, circa 18861955, to gather full data on technical aspects of trolley car systems, styles of cars,
and uniforms.

Photographic and illustrative material will make up part of the study.

Brandes commented that this program is "a community service of USD--a way of helping
local government do something it can't do alone, and at the same time offer employment to
research assistants as they upgrade their skills."

Brandes is an elected member to the

Gaslamp Quarter Project Area Committee responsible to the San Diego City Council for
public input and assistance in developing the sixteen block area into the Historic District.
Over the past several years, USD students working with Brandes have worked closely with
City Planners in the City Planning Department, and with the Gaslamp Quarter Association
made up of property owners and tenants in the District.

This program is seen as an exten-

sion of previous assistance.
The University's Conference Center, directed by Mal Rafferty, will manage the
project.

Inquiries may be made by calling (714) 293-4524.
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